Photographic Model Release
Kenneth Ingham Photography
This release is an agreement between Kenneth Ingham Photography (the photographer) and the model listed at
the bottom of this page.
``Marketing purposes'' are defined as including, but not limited to, posting on web pages and web sites
associated with the photographer or model (as appropriate) and printed materials such as cards and fliers.
``Appropriate credit'' is defined as providing information about the other party to this agreement in a manner
appropriate for the use (e.g., the model's modeling name or photographer's business name printed near the photo
or tags/links when used online).
The photographer will take photos of the model. The best photos as determined by the photographer will be
delivered to the model via a web page allowing downloading. The photos to edit and deliver will be chosen by
and edited by the photographer. The photographer will endeavor to deliver the photos in a timely fashion, but,
the photographer makes NO delivery time guarantee.
Both the photographer and model can, but are not obligated to, use these photos for marketing purposes as
defined above.
The photographer will not use the photos in any public manner until they have been delivered to the model.
Delivery consists of a message containing download details to the model via email, mobile phone SMS,
Facebook messaging, or other media where both the photographer and model are able to send and receive
messages to/from each other.
The model will not crop, apply filters, or otherwise modify the photos other than their display size and must
retain the original aspect ratio. Watermarked images will not have the watermark removed.
Neither party will be paid or otherwise compensated for their services other than the trade of photos for time.
Neither party will license these photos for other uses that generate income for the photographer or model without
a separate written agreement.
Both the photographer and model will give appropriate credit as defined above to the other party.
Both parties acknowledge that the photography session was conducted in a completely proper and highly
professional manner, and this release was willingly signed at its termination. Neither the photographer nor the
model were minors at the time of the photography session, and both are free and able to consent to the
agreement. The photographer will require a copy of of the model's driver's license or similar ID showing the
model's age if the photographer believes that the model appears under 30.
Description of Photographs and Location: ____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
Model's legal name: _____________________________________________________________________
Model's signature: ______________________________________________________ Date: ___________
Model's electronic address (email, Facebook): ________________________________________________
Credit as: _________________________________ HMUA: _____________________________________
Photographer signature:__________________________________________________ Date: ___________
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